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ABSTRACT
Speech recognition technologies are gaining enormous popularity
in various industrial applications. However, building a good speech
recognition system usually requires large amounts of transcribed
data, which is expensive to collect. To tackle this problem, an un-
supervised pre-training method called Masked Predictive Coding is
proposed, which can be applied for unsupervised pre-training with
Transformer based model. Experiments on HKUST show that using
the same training data, we can achieve CER 23.3%, exceeding the
best end-to-end model by over 0.2% absolute CER. With more pre-
training data, we can further reduce the CER to 21.0%, or a 11.8%
relative CER reduction over baseline.
Index Terms— Unsupervised Learning, Unsupervised Pre-
training, Predictive Coding, Speech Recognition, Transformer
1. INTRODUCTION
Current industrial end-to-end automatic speech recognition (ASR)
systems rely heavily on large amount of high quality transcribed au-
dio data. However, transcribed data take substantial effort to ob-
tain in industrial applications, while at the same time a lot of un-
transcribed data exist in online systems and cost little to collect. It
is worthwhile to explore how to effectively use un-transcribed data
to improve the performance of speech recognition systems when la-
beled data are limited.
Recently, unsupervised pre-training has shown promising results
in several areas, including Computer Vision (CV) [1], Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) [2, 3] and so on [4, 5, 6]. One work that
stands out among these unsupervised pre-training methods is Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [2],
which used a Masked Language Model (MLM) pre-training objec-
tive and obtained new state-of-the-art results on eleven NLP bench-
marks.
In speech area, researchers also proposed some unsupervised
pre-training algorithms. Contrastive Predictive Coding (CPC) [7]
is one of those unsupervised approaches that extract representation
from data by predicting future information. There are multiple con-
current approaches that generalize this approach and applied it in
learning speaker representation [8], extracting speech representation
[5, 9] and performing speech emotion recognition [6]. Apart from
CPC, [10] proposed a different pre-training model called Autore-
gressive Predictive Coding (APC) and also got comparable results
on phoneme classification and speaker verification.
Both CPC and APC belong to the family of future predictive
coding. One constraint of these methods is they can only be ap-
plied in uni-directional models but not Transformer based models.
Originally proposed as a better replacement of Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) for neural machine translation, Transformer based
models got a lot of traction in the field of speech recognition recently
[11, 12, 13, 14]. The benefits of Transformer based models include
faster training speed, better utilization of related context informa-
tion and better performance over RNN in many speech recognition
benchmarks [12]. In this work, we get intuition from BERT and
propose a simple and effective pre-training method called Masked
Predictive Coding (MPC). The design of MPC bears a lot of simi-
larity to the Masked Language Model (MLM) objective proposed in
BERT. It enables unsupervised pre-training for models that incorpo-
rate context from both directions.
To test the effectiveness MPC, experiments were conducted
on HKUST and AISHELL-1 with different pre-training data. Ex-
perimental results on HKUST show that using the same training
data, we can achieve CER 23.3%, exceeding the best end-to-end
model by over 0.2% absolute CER. Using about 1500 hours of open
source Mandarin data for unsupervised pre-training, we can reduce
CER of a strong Transformer based baseline by up to 3.8% while
on AISHELL-1, pre-training with the same data reduces CER by
14.7%. To better understand the effect of pre-training data size and
speaking style on fine-tuning task, experiments were also conducted
with our internal dataset. With matching pre-training dataset and
more data, our best performing HKUST model achieved a CER
reduction of 11.8% while our best performing AISHELL-1 model
achieved a CER reduction of 22.1% over baseline.
2. RELATEDWORK
Contrastive Predictive Coding (CPC) is proposed by van den Oord
et al. [7] to learn representations from high-dimensional signal in
an unsupervised manner by utilizing next step prediction. The main
building blocks of CPC include a non-linear encoder genc and an au-
toregressive model gar . Given an input sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xT ),
genc encodes observations xt to a latent embedding space zt =
genc(xt) while zt is then fed to gar to produce a context represen-
tation ct = gar(z≤t). Targeting at predicting future observations
xt+k, a density ratio f(xt+k, ct) is modelled to maximally preserve
the mutual information between xt+k and ct. This design releases
the model from modelling complex relationship in the data which
might be unnecessary for extracting a good representation towards
downstream tasks.
To optimize the encoder genc and the autoregressive model gar ,
the contrastive loss is minimized:
LN = −E
X
[log
f(xt+k, ct)∑
xj∈X fk(xj , ct)
], (1)
where N represents number of samples in X = {x1, x2, . . . , xN},
with one positive sample from distribution p(xt+k|ct) and the rest
being negative samples from distribution p(xt+k).
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Though also belonging to the family of predictive models, APC
got intuition from recent progress in NLP based on language model
pre-training [4, 15, 16] and chose to directly optimize L1 loss be-
tween input sequence and output sequence. Specifically, given input
sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xT ) and output sequence (y1, y2, . . . , yT ),
the loss is defined as:
L =
T−n∑
i=1
|xi+n − yi|. (2)
3. PROPOSED METHOD
The overall training procedure is shown in Fig. 1. Our training con-
sists of two stages, pre-training on unsupervised data and fine-tuning
on supervised data. To introduce minimum changes to the model
structure, predictive coding was directly performed on FBANK in-
put and encoder output. The encoder output is projected to the
same dimension as FBANK input in all of our experiments. After
the unsupervised pre-training procedure, we remove added layer for
predictive coding and plug in Transformer decoder for fine-tuning
on downstream ASR tasks. Unlike previous work with predictive
coding [5], our setup does not introduce any additional parameters
into speech recognition model. All model parameters are end-to-end
trainable in the fine-tuning stage.
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Fig. 1. Our training procedure: (a) Pre-training: The encoder is used
to predict FBANK utilizing Masked Predictive Coding. (b) Fine-
tuning: Transformer decoder was added after the encoder, then the
model is fine-tuned for character prediction.
Inspired by BERT [2], MPC uses Masked-LM (MLM) like
structure to perform predictive coding on Transformer based mod-
els. The overall structure of MPC is depicted in Fig. 2. Similar
setup to [2] was used, where 15% of the tokens in each sequence
are chosen to be masked during pre-training procedure, which in
our case are frames in each audio. The chosen frames are replaced
with zero vectors for 80% of the time, with frames from random
positions 10% of the time, and kept to be the same in the rest of the
time. L1 loss is computed between masked input FBANK features
and encoder output at corresponding position. Dynamic masking
proposed in [17] was also adopted where the masking pattern is
generated every time a sequence is fed to the model.
One unique characteristic of sequence-to-sequence with atten-
tion ASR models is it usually applies downsampling in the encoder
[18]. Previous research shows temporal pooling encourages effec-
tive encoding in different temporal resolution and makes alignments
in the decoding easier [18]. Like CPC and APC, we first tried not
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Fig. 2. Masked Predictive Coding with eight-fold downsample.
using downsampling at all in pre-training stage but didn’t get much
improvements over the baseline. We suspect the local smoothness
of speech signals combined with the powerful modelling ability of
Transformer make convergence too easy in this setup. As a result,
the learned parameters contain very little information. So in this
work, downsampling was applied on input feature before feeding in
encoder in pre-training stage. Downsampling in fine-tuning stage is
applied inside the model.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Data
With reproducibility in mind, some open source Mandarin datasets
were collected from Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) and OpenSLR
for pre-training. The corpora we collected include: HKUST Man-
darin Telephone Speech Corpus (HKUST/MTS) [19], AISHELL-1
[22], aidatatang 200zh [23], MAGICDATA Mandarin Chinese Read
Speech Corpus [24], Free ST Chinese Mandarin Corpus (ST-CMDS)
[25] and Primewords Chinese Corpus Set 1 [26]. Detailed informa-
tion of these corpora is provided in Table 2. Note the development
set and test set of HKUST and AISHELL-1 were not included in
pre-training. We name the combination of them Open Mandarin
in the following experiments and it contains about 1500 hours of
speech in total. To understand the impact of pre-training data size
and speaking style on downstream task, our internal dataset Didi
Dictation and Didi Callcenter were also included. Didi Dictation
contains approximately 10,000 hours of speech collected from our
internal mobile dictation application. Didi Callcenter also contains
approximately 10,000 hours of speech collected from phone calls
between our user and customer service staff. All of our internal data
are anonymized and eligible to be used for research purposes.
The fine-tuning experiments are conducted on HKUST and
AISHELL-1. For HKUST, speed perturbation of 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1
was used on training data and per-speaker normalization was ap-
plied on FBANK features. For AISHELL, speed perturbation of
0.9, 1.0 and 1.1 was also used on training data. All speech data are
downsampled to 8kHz because the sample rate for both HKUST and
Didi Callcenter is 8kHz. Note downsampling would usually hurt
the accuracy of speech recognition system [27, 28] and results for
AISHELL-1 is usually reported on the original 16kHz data.
Table 1. Character Error Rates on HKUST and AISHELL-1 test set with previous work and unsupervised pre-training approach. Results with
‘8k’ represents training data are downsampled to 8kHz sample rate. Results with ‘16k’ represents the sample rate of training data is 16kHz.
Previous work on AISHELL-1 are conducted with 16kHz sample rate speech data. Models with asterisk are our baseline results without
pre-training data. Relative Error Reduction Rates (RERR) are calculated as the percentage of error reduction compared to baseline.
Model Method Hours Unsupervised HKUST AISHELL-1Pre-training Data CER/% RERR/% CER/% RERR/%
TDNN-hybrid [20] - - - 23.7 - 7.5 (16k) -
LSTM enc + LSTM dec [21] - - - 29.4 - - -
Transformer [12] - - - 23.5 - 6.7 (16k) -
LSTM enc + LSTM dec* - - - 28.8 - 12.9 (8k) -
LSTM enc + LSTM dec APC ∼1500 Open Mandarin 27.8 3.5 11.4 (8k) 11.6
Transformer* - - 23.8 - 9.5 (8k) -
Transformer MPC 168 HKUST 23.3 2.1 - -
Transformer MPC ∼1500 Open Mandarin 22.9 3.8 8.1 (8k) 14.7
Transformer MPC 5000 Didi Callcenter 21.7 8.8 7.8 (8k) 17.9
Transformer MPC 10000 Didi Callcenter 21.0 11.8 7.7 (8k) 18.9
Transformer MPC 10000 Didi Dictation 22.2 6.7 7.4 (8k) 22.1
Table 2. Details of open mandarin datasets and our internal datasets.
ST-CMDS contains about 100 hours of speech data.
Datasets Hours Speaking Style
HKUST 168 Spontaneous
AISHELL-1 178 Reading
aidatatang 200zh 200 Reading
MAGICDATA 755 Reading
ST-CMDS ∼100 Reading
Primewords 100 Reading
Didi Callcenter 10000 Spontaneous
Didi Dictation 10000 Reading
4.2. Experimental setups
Most of our experiments are conducted on Transformer based mod-
els using MPC as pre-training method. To provide comparison with
previous unsupervised pre-training methods, we also conducted
experiments on LSTM based, sequence-to-sequence with attention
models using APC with num step ahead = 3. Mandarin charac-
ters are used as modeling units in all our experiments [14, 29].
For LSTM based models, we follow the model structure in [21],
which consists of 4 unidirectional LSTM layers with 480 cells in the
encoder network and 1 layer LSTM with 320 cells in the decoder
network. Layer normalization and residual connection were found
to be very important for LSTM based models because the goal of
pre-training is to learn parameters that is invariant to the scaling and
the offset of the input. Without these structures, the network tends
to wipe out the weights learned during pre-training and start from
scratch for the downstream task. Layer normalization and residual
connection were added between each encoder LSTM layers.
For Transformer based models, we use similar model structure
as paper [12] (e = 12, d = 6, dmodel = 256, dff = 2048 and
dhead = 4) for both HKUST and AISHELL-1. Downsampling is
conducted between every three encoder Transformer blocks, result-
ing in an 8-fold downsample in total.
For pre-training, both model was trained on 4 GPU with a total
batch size of 256 for 500k steps. We used the Adam optimizer [30]
and varied learning rate with warmup schedule [31] according to the
formula:
lrate = k ∗ d0.5model ∗min(n−0.5, n ∗ warmup n−1.5), (3)
where n is the step number. k = 0.5 and warmup n = 8000
were chosen for all experiments. In the fine-tuning stage, we used
a total batch size of 128 with the same learning rate schedule and
divide learning rate by 10 only once when validation loss doesn’t
decrease for 5 epochs. Scheduled sampling with a sample rate of
0.1 is applied to help reduce the effect of exposure bias. We also
used 1e−5 L2 normalization on network weights. As for decoding,
the model with lowest loss on validation set was chosen. CTC-joint
decoding is performed as proposed in [32] with CTC weight 0.3.
4.3. Unsupervised pre-training
Three representative benchmarks on HKUST and AISHELL-1 were
displayed here. The first is a traditional pipelined model optimized
with Lattice-Free Maximum Mutual Information (LF-MMI) objec-
tive. The second is an end-to-end LSTM based model with CTC-like
objective. The third one is a recently released Transformer based
model that achieved very good results on multiple ASR benchmarks.
As shown in Table 1, our baseline for HKUST matches the per-
formance of previous work for both LSTM and Transformer based
model. The baseline result for AISHELL-1 is worse than previous
work but still in reasonable range because we performed downsam-
ple on speech.
We first conducted experiments with APC and MPC using Open
Mandarin as pre-training data. The work on APC [10] mainly pre-
sented results with phone classification and speaker verification.
Here we used it directly on the task of ASR and got 3.5% relative
error reduction over a strong baseline. As shown in Table 1, the
relative error reduction for MPC is similar to APC using the same
pre-training data.
In order to evaluate the performance improvements of the pro-
posed method, we also conducted an experiment using only the
HKUST training set to perform MPC un-supervised pre-training
and fine-tuning. The result listed in Table 1 shows that 0.5% abso-
lutely CER reduction can be obtained, exceeding the best end-to-end
model using only HKUST training set from 23.5%[12] to 23.3%.
To analyze the effect of pre-training data size, experiments were
conducted with models pre-trained using different amounts of inter-
nal data with the same speaking style. The relative CER reduction
increase from 3.8% to 8.8% using 5000h of Didi Callcenter as pre-
training data. Adding another 5000h of Didi Callcenter further re-
duces CER by 11.8% over the baseline. The same trend can be also
observed for AISHELL-1.
Speaking style has a strong impact on performance of ASR sys-
tems [33, 34]. To test whether speaking style of pre-training data
would affect the performance of downstream tasks, further experi-
ments with another pre-training model trained on 10000h Didi Dic-
tation data is conducted. Comparing relative error reduction for
HKUST and AISHELL-1 with our internal data, models pre-trained
with matching speaking style were found to brings more improve-
ments for downstream tasks. Interestingly, we noticed pre-training
HKUST with 5000h of Didi Callcenter gets better performance than
10000h of Didi Dictation, which adds another proof for the impor-
tance of matching speaker style.
To get a better understanding of MPC, we also conducted exper-
iments with different pre-training steps and compared unsupervised
pre-training of MPC with supervised adaption. The following sec-
tions explain our findings in detail.
4.4. Effect of pre-training steps
It is known in the NLP community that more pre-training steps give
a bigger performance boost for the downstream task [2, 17]. We
also performed fine-tuning on HKUST with pre-training model on
Didi Callcenter at different steps with similar loss on validation set.
Fig. 3 shows models pre-trained with more steps does give a slight
performance boost. The use of unsupervised pre-training also makes
speech recognition model converge a lot faster and more pre-training
steps help in that direction.
Fig. 3. Convergence curve with different pre-training steps.
4.5. Comparing with supervised adaption
In this section, we present comparison between unsupervised pre-
training and supervised adaption. For supervised adaption, we first
train a base model using both audio and transcript from Open Man-
darin then fine-tune the model on HKUST and AISHELL-1. As
shown in Table 3, the performance of supervised adaption is still bet-
ter than our best unsupervised pre-training results on both HKUST
and AISHELL-1 despite using less data. However, our proposed
method does not need any transcribed data and it reduces the cost to
build a good speech recognition system significantly.
Table 3. Comparison of Character Error Rates between unsuper-
vised pre-training and supervised adaption on the test set of HKUST
and AISHELL-1.
Model CER/%
HKUST (Open Mandarin, Supervised Adaption) 20.3
HKUST (Didi Callcenter, MPC Pre-training) 21.0
AISHELL-1 (Open Mandarin, Supervised Adaption) 7.0
AISHELL-1 (Didi Dictation, MPC Pre-training) 7.4
5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed Masked Predictive Coding (MPC), a
method utilizing Masked-LM like structure for Transformer based
speech recognition models. Experimental results showed pre-
training model with MPC is helpful to improve performance on
supervised speech recognition tasks. Experiments on HKUST show
that using the same training data, we can achieve CER 23.3%, ex-
ceeding the best end-to-end model by over 0.2% absolute CER. With
more pre-training data, we can further reduce the CER to 21.0%,
or a 11.8% relative CER reduction over baseline. Results of our
work and APC seem to suggest language model-like pre-training
objectives can also help in speech tasks. We would like to explore
the usefulness of other language model based pre-training objectives
[35, 36] in speech tasks.
The experimental setup in this paper is very similar to the lim-
ited resource scenario for industrial applications. Training set size
of industrial applications is usually around hundreds to thousands
of hours, but to achieve superior performance, tens of thousands of
hours is usually needed. On the other hand, when an applications
goes online, it is very easy to collect lots of unsupervised data. Our
experiments reveled the performance of MPC increases steadily with
the increase of pre-training data, which makes it especially useful in
limited resource scenarios. In the future, we will conduct experi-
ments with ten times or even a hundred times more unsupervised
data to greatly reduce the gap between supervised adaption and en-
able effective fine-tuning for industrial applications.
In this work, speaking style in pre-training speech data was
found to have a big impact on the performance of fine-tuning tasks
and those having similar speaking style to target dataset were found
to be more helpful. Apart from speaking style, other speech vari-
abilities like speaking environment, speech scenarios and regional
dialect [33, 37, 38] also have an impact on the performance of
speech recognition system. Lots of recent advance in NLP is driven
by pre-training on texts with different style from different sources.
Inspired by these advances, our next step is to perform experiments
with unsupervised speech collected from different scenarios. We
believe doing so would improve the performance of pre-training
model and make it more robust.
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